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In this edition of the Theory Corner, we’ll take a look at an excerpt from Burgess
Speed’s new book, Guitar Atlas: Japan, available through Alfred Publishing. In this
excerpt, Burgess will introduce the In modes. These are Japanese scales that give this
music its distinct sound. You’ll learn all about three common forms of these modes. If
you want to learn about the music of other cultures, the Guitar Atlas series is a great
starting point. Speed’s dedicated research and his organized and accessible teaching style
make this book a great addition to any guitarist’s collection. Learn everything from a
brief history of Japanese music and traditional instruments to the scales and modes to
folk and Kabuki theater music. Discover it all today! The book includes a CD so you can
easily follow along with all the examples. Speaking of audio, be sure to listen to the
sample tracks included in this document. Check it out below!

The In Modes

The defining characteristic of the In modes is the presence of half steps. These modes
were often used for more sophisticated music, including the music of the koto and
shamisen, and folk music based on these. We will look at three forms of the In mode.
The basic form—Form 1—consists of: kyu–sho–kaku–chi–u–(kyu).
In Mode—Form 1
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This is the mode used in the famous Japanese song “Sakura” Notice that the note A,
which is the 3rd tone in the scale, is the tonal center of this melody.
Excerpt from “Sakura”
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In Form 2 of the In mode, u is raised to become ei-u.
In Mode—Form 2
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In Form 3 of the In mode, ei-sho takes the place of sho, and ei-u takes the place of u.
(Although there are no half steps in Form 3, it is still considered an In mode because it is
derived from the In mode’s basic form (Form 1).
In Mode—Form 3
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Notice that the above scale closely resembles an E Minor Pentatonic scale.
Form 2 is often used when ascending, and Form 1 is used descending.
In Mode
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Following is a two-octave version to play on your guitar.
In Mode—Two Octaves
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Conclusion

For more information on Japanese music, be sure to check out the Licks section
of this newsletter, or order Burgess Speed’s book, Guitar Atlas: Japan, at
www.ordermusictoday.com.
To further investigate unusual modal and scalar patterns, guitarists will want to check
out the intermediate jazz guitar courses “The Melodic Minor Scale” and “The Harmonic
Minor Scale,” taught by Jody Fisher and Mark Dziuba, or the advanced jazz guitar
courses “Symmetrical Scales I,” “Symmetrical Scales II,” and “Introducing the Modes
of the Harmonic Minor Scale,” all taught by Jody Fisher.
What if you don’t play guitar? Keyboardists should watch Cathy Schane-Lydon’s
absolute beginner lessons “Fingering for B Natural and Harmonic Minor” and
“Fingerings for A and E Natural and Harmonic Minor.”
Bassists will love Tracy Walton’s intermediate rock lesson “Altered Blues Scale” and
Dave Overthrow’s advanced rock lessons “The Harmonic Minor Scale” and “Altered
Chords.”
Dig in and have fun—see you in a couple weeks!
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